

The American Book of Days features 850 essays marking important anniversaries and the birthdays of history-making Americans throughout the 366 days of the . I, TOO, SING AMERICA: The African-American Book of Days 

The most prized book in my collection is Chambers' 1869 The Book of Days. It sits on my nightstand ready to entertain and enlighten.

Over the years, I've described it as the 1869 version of today's "Trivial Pursuit" or "cultural literacy" books, but those descriptions do it a disservice. This hyperlinked and searchable Chambers' The Book of Days is brought to you by the members of the Greater Emmitsburg Area Historical Society, of Emmitsburg Maryland. Click here to read Robert Chambers' Introduction to the Book of Days. The Book of Days is proudly brought to you by the members of Emmitsburg.net, Non-profit Community Web Site for Emmitsburg, Maryland. American authors that write about the American experience. Score. A book’s total score is based on multiple factors, including the number of people who have voted for it and how highly those voters ranked the book. All Votes Add Books To This List. 1. To Kill a Mockingbird (To Kill a Mockingbird, #1) by. Harper Lee. 4.27 avg rating â€“ 3,941,183 ratings. score: 16,769, and 172 people voted. â† Today in American History: Memorial Days of American History. Five Vibrant, Original (Horrific) Summer Cocktails! â†’. The 7 Longest Books in American History. Posted on June 4, 2014 | 2 Comments.Â America has a very tenuous relationship with books, and literacy in general. On one hand, you’re here, reading these words, and only about 25% of you have to slowly-mouth-out-the-words-as-you-read-along. But on the other hand, reading is hard.Â The book itself is semi-satirical with humorous overtones (for example, each year is named after a corporate sponsor with the majority of the novel taking place in the Year of the Depend Adult Undergarment) with an encyclopedic level of detail and a whole lot of complex metaphors and juxtapositions (those are literary terms, right?)